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EDITOR'S NOTE

By Mary Henderson | Photos by Mauro Palmieri

Welcome to the new world. I mean
that quite literally.
The corporate landscape will never
be the same. The education system
will never be the same and human
connection will either become a
thing of the past or we will realise
that we need connection more now
than ever.
Then there is the other side of the
coin and that is technology. This is
the era where, I believe, we will see
VR, AR and AI come into our daily
lives in a big way.

This is why this issue is dedicated to
leadership and there is only one
person in this world that is a perfect
fit for this issue and can speak
about leadership through a different
set of eyes.
Dov Baron is an extraordinary
human. He is famous for his words
"stay curious my friend, stay
curious". His story is rich. He has
wisdom beyond his years. You will
feel mesmerised when he speaks and
he commands respect when
addressing a keynote at a United
Nations leadership forum.

Leadership is no longer about white
boards and pie charts. It's about
human interaction and
empowerment.
I hope this issue leaves you inspired
and my hope is that today you will
start that idea, project or side hustle
you have been dreaming about and
lead the way, your way.
It's in uncertainty where
opportunity lives. Dig deep my
friends. Get out of your own way and
fly.
It's your time.

This will be our new normal.
COVID-19 is a conversation in
every home, office and public place.

When you speak he really listens and
most of all he is kind.
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DOV BARON: THE DRAGONIST
By Mary Henderson | Photos by Dov Baron

Dov Baron is The Dragonist, a Master
Storyteller & Generator of Meaning.

authoritarian leadership are
(happily) over.

As a Culture Impactor, he provides
experiences that give you, your
organization, and audiences ways of
gaining strategic and cultural advantage
over the competition.

Today’s workforce desires purpose
and meaning. Throughout the history
of the work I’ve done, I recognized
that I had the transferable skills,
strategies and abilities to stop
companies from haemorrhaging their
top talent.

I asked Dov - "What is your version of
leadership?"
When I first entered the space as a
personal and professional leadership
strategist 35 years ago, leaders had all
the power. However, the days of

THE NEW
LEADER

"Stay Curious
My Friend,
Stay Curious."

I understand that a unified meaning
is the one single monolith difference
between mediocrity and greatness
for all individuals and companies, and
that the best way to find that
meaning is by accessing your DragonA U T H O R I T Y 5 . 0
Fire.
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Why “The Dragonist?”

“If you want
to understand
what drives
an individual
(or an
organization),
you must first
discover what
meaning they
have
assigned.
Meaning is
what Drives
us all!
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The leaders I personally work with
have come to the point where they
realize that they’ve lost (or are losing)
touch with something they knew so
well, something that it was once a
part of them.
If this is you, the question that you
must ask yourself is: How did you
lose touch with the fire in your belly,
your "Dragon Fire”, and how do you
reignite it and turn it into an inferno
of meaning?
This process is deeply connected to
Emotional Logic.

Understanding what subjectively
drives an individual is the cognitive
neuroscience of emotions, also
known as Emotional Logic. Tapping
into subjective Emotional Logic
allows us to use the science of
persuasion to discover what makes
people do the things they rationally
wouldn’t do, as well as how to do
the things they may have held as
impossible.
Ultimately, this is the study of the
neural mechanisms of emotion. This
interdisciplinary field combines
neuroscience with the
psychological study of personality,
emotion, and mood. It gives me the
knowledge and tools to access the
Dragon within each of us, and to
help leaders get in touch with their
inner Dragon Fire.
As your inner Dragon is summoned
forth, there is a call to embark on
your own Heroic Journey. This call
often shows up in
the dissatisfaction with a good life.
It is the deep desire for meaning,
and the appetite to turn that
meaning into action! This can result
in discomfort or anxiety, which
causes most people to quit. But
those who have a Dragon within
them are not quitters.

“Unified meaning is the one
single monolith difference
between mediocrity and
greatness for all individuals
and companies.”
4 |
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Why Dragon Fire?
Dragon Fire is all about igniting
purpose in order to be more
efficient, strategic and productive
than the competition.
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In 2019, journalist Anne Helen
Petersen wrote a widely shared
piece in Buzzfeed, in which she
named millennials the “Burnout
Generation”.
According to Petersen, millennials,
who are now the largest workforce,
see themselves as overworked,
underpaid, and often paralyzed by
the systemic dysfunction of our
increasingly volatile world.
What can we do to stave off (or
recover from) the feelings of
burnout being experienced by top
talent?
The most common advice for
dealing with burnout boils down to
simply “working less.” However,
burned out employees will often
take some time off to recover, only
to return and, within a short
window, go back to feeling burned
out.
Yet many entrepreneurs will work
day and night to build something
they believe in; they are exhausted,
yet exhilarated. They don’t feel
“burned out”, despite their long
hours. Why? Because work, in and
of itself, is not the issue. The real
issue is the meaning that the work
provides.
When we look at the world's top
performers (people like Elon Musk,
Bill Gates, Oprah, Dwayne
Johnson), they all say they love to
work.
5 |
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They seem to be immune to burn
out…yet they have worked
notoriously hard throughout their
lives.
So, what’s the difference between
those who burn-out and those
who seem “burn-out” immune?
Meaning!
They have, by some conscious or
unconscious method, found their
Dragon Fire(™) and it cannot be
put out. In fact, the very things
that stops others are what fuel
them!
Is Dragon Fire “passion” by
another name?
Passion, enthusiasm, and other
feelings are transitory.
Many of the things we were
passionate about in our twenties,
we can barely remember in our
forties.
While your Dragon Fire (™) is
connected to the deep and
meaningful reason you are doing
what you do, it is not a feeling.
Instead, it comes from a soulful
place deep within. It’s driven by
the need to actualize not only
yourself, but your legacy.
Why does “Dragon Fire” matter
to those who leads others?
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It doesn’t matter how successful
you are:
If your employees and customers
don’t understand what gives your
company meaning, you’re only
working at a fraction of your true
capability.
Today, many industries are
struggling to retain high-value
employees. In many
organizations, this is no longer a
problem - it's a full-blown crisis!
On average, 42% of employees
are looking to leave their job at
any given time. This alarming
statistic was reported in the
Gallup Business Journal (Feb 22,
2017), and is almost too terrifying
for most companies to even begin
thinking about. Can you imagine
losing such a high percentage of
talented, highly-prized
employees?

CONTACT DOV BARON:
LINKEDIN
Linkedin.com/in/dovbaron/
WWW
www.DovBaron.com
EMAIL
dov@dovbaron.com
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Unfortunately, companies are
battling several converging trends,
such as:
Millennial prospects are not in love
with the idea of big business or
working for big companies.
Social networks and sites like
Glassdoor mean that prospective
hires can get a "warts and all" image
of prospective employers very
easily.
With more venture capital flowing
around than ever before, being
actively recruited has never been
more lucrative to employees.
There's nothing worse than
investing heavily in an employee, in
both initial recruitment and then
through ongoing training programs,
only to have the new hires jump ship
before their contributions have
even covered the costs of bringing
them onboard.
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were not only generating a
positive ROI from within the
company, but if they became
active recruiters for your
company to boot?
That’s the real advantage you
need; the advantage of using your
Dragon Fire(™)
to create a business that draws
(and keeps) top talent because of
the pervasive sense of meaning.
The commonly accepted (but
ultimately futile) solution to
keeping talent loyal has been to
throw more money and perks at
them. This has not only
demonstrably failed; it's led to a
remuneration arms race that has
exacerbated the problem.

We’ve all seen the numbers:
According to Gallup research, an
astounding 70+ percent of U.S.
employees are not showing up to
work fully committed to
And for every year an employee
delivering their best performance.
stays with your business, they build In other words, they are either
invaluable knowledge, processes,
disengaged (and going through
and connections that, when lost, are the motions), or even worse,
impossible to quantify. (Although
they’re “actively disengaged” and
Law.com figures that a highlyworking against the greater good
developed professional is worth 1.5 of the organization.
to 2 times their annual salary to
replace.)
According to the Harvard
Business Review article, “The
It's time for your organization to
Impact of Employee Engagement
stop bleeding top talent!
on Performance”, engaged
employees look at the whole of
Consider what might happen to
the company and understand
your6 organization
if your employees their purpose, as well as where
|
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and how they fit in.
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This leads to better decisionmaking.
Organizations with an engaged
workforce outperform their
competition. But such companies
are rare! That’s because leaders
who are operating from a place of
strength and a full awareness of
their own Dragon Fire(™) are rare.
But once you learn how to access
your fire….
You’ll see everything change!
US business has tried to fix
engagement and loyalty issues for
years. In fact, Leadership
Development is a $366 Billion
Industry. Here's why most
programs fail miserably:
HERE ARE 3 TIPS FROM DOV
THAT YOU CAN CONSIDER:
1) Consider this:
We were brought in to work with
a national “pipe fitting” company.
The organization’s founder is a
nitty-gritty, blue color guy who
has done an amazing job of
building the company from the
ground up. He had recently
brought on a new partner, who
wanted to bring us in to assist
them in finding their Dragon Fire.
(We had done similar work with
two companies that the new
partner knew of).
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In the beginning, the founder of the
pipe fitting company couldn’t have
been less enthusiastic about
working with us. To make a long
story short: by the time we were
done, the founder (who had
considered retiring) was completely
reenergized (as were the rest of the
team).
Why? Because what they realized is
that they had only thought they
were in the pipe fitting business. By
the end of our work with them, the
entire executive team had come to
the conclusion that they were in the
community building business.
Something you can begin to do
today is to re-examine why you do
what you do (beyond profit).
Search for the deep emotional
meaning instead. This will energize
and engage your people, because
unified meaning is the
one single monolithic difference
between mediocrity and greatness
for all individuals and companies.
2. Ask yourself:
What will be said about you (that
you wouldn’t want said) if you died
today?
This is a powerful question. It can, if
we let it, stop us in our tracks and
prevent us from looking at life with
a “one day mentality”.
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“Rational
logic can
never
compete with
Subjective
Emotional
Logic. If your
employees
and
customers do
not
subjectively
understand
what gives
your company
meaning, no
matter how
successful
you are, you
are only
working at a
portion of
your
capability.”
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Instead, we can be inspired to
change our perspective to that of
meaning and legacy.
3. Stop and consider:
The difference that you always
wanted to make that you (or
others) told you that you couldn’t.
Now, before you start saying “It’s
too late now”, ask yourself this:
Why did you want to make that
difference?
Even if it is too late to do “it” the
way you once envisioned, there
are likely many other ways you
could.
What actions could you start
taking today that would move you
towards making the kind of
difference you’ve always dreamed
of making

MARCH 2020
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25 PEOPLE YOU NEED TO
KNOW ON LINKEDIN:
BY: MARY HENDERSON

In times of uncertainty, the greatest currency we can give a person is
knowledge. Below are the top 20 leading experts on Linked who I consider
masters of their craft. They create high quality content that educate and lead
you in the right direction. If you aren't connected, follow their work. You won't
be sorry.

#leadershiptips

#Careertips

Joshua Miller | Dov Baron

Wendy Tansey | Fanny Dunagan

#Salestips

#Speakingskills

Dale Dupree | Keenan

Dave Crane

#EmotionalIntelligence

#Futurist

Monique Russell

Jared Nichols

#Mindfulness

#Linkedintips

Rajeev Daswani | Jacqueline Way

Andy Foote | Belinda Aramide

#DigitalMarketingTips

#Entrepreneurship

Cher Jones | Dennis Yu | Jason Vana

Frank B. Mengert | Ronnell Richards

#Mindset

#Copywriting/Ghostwriting
Amy Blaschka| Lee Rowley

Louise Taylor | Ash Playsted
#PR
Jules Brooke
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#Kids Education
Dr. Ai Addyson-Zhang | Hanson Barry
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DO YOU HAVE A CONTINGENCY PLAN?
BY: MARY HENDERSON
Do you have a contingency plan?
There are a lot of people (globally) WFH and
feeling overwhelmed, frustrated and uncertain.
Many people have vast knowledge in a specific
area of expertise or industry and have the
capacity to solve big problems.
Right now, there is as an opportunity to turn
knowledge into a coaching or consulting
business.
Have you considered investing in a coach to help
you design a strategic plan to get you from idea
to commercialisation…all from the comfort of
your home…no driving and no fancy office
required. It’s just you, a PC, a web cam and an
awesome coach.

So many people will be reading this and
thinking “I can’t afford a coach” or “I
don’t have $10K, $20K, to invest in
myself”.
Instead what you should be thinking is
“What is it really costing me, if I don’t
invest in a coach?
I recently had a client who completed
my 16 week bootcamp. By week 14,
she signed up 30 leads @$5,000 per
person into her coaching program. Do
you think the investment in me was her
focus or do you think that the $150K
she made was her focus?
Exactly.
We have to start thinking big picture,
not little me.
The thing is that we have an
opportunity to do that, thanks to
COVID-19.
In Australia, the government is
allowing people to withdraw $10K
from their Superannuation fund. This
is the time to invest in yourself and
upgrade your skillset and turn a
coaching investment into a 6 or 7
figure business.

APPLY FOR A FREE 45 MINUTE
STRATEGY CALL WITH ME:

https://www.maryhendersoncoachi
ng.com/apply/
9 |
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A contingency plan is your insurance
policy, not an expense.
If you need help commercialising your
knowledge into a digital business,
please reach out and let’s start a
dialogue.
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PROMO

GET ACCESS TO 15 HOURS OF FREE
COACHING FROM INDUSTRY LEADERS
WHO WANT TO TEACH YOU HOW TO:
BE SEEN. BE HEARD. BE HEALTHY. BE RICH
https://BeseenBeheardBehealthyBerich.com

FREE
COACHING

LIMTED TIME:
ACCESS TO THE MASTERCLASSES WILL BE AVAILABLE UNTIL 8TH OF APRIL 2020.
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IF YOU WANT TO BE FEATURED IN
AUTHORITY5.0 MAGAZINE, PLEASE DM
ME. DON'T BECOME THE WORLD'S BEST
KEPT SECRET. IT'S TIME TO SHINE THE
LIGHT ON YOU.
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